$100 a DAY AUTOPILOT
WITH BONUS METHOD!

Please dont rape the method , but as a thankyou , ensure that
you do it right.
It is doable whitehat and blackhat way. Whitehat way it will
make you more money , so I really would give hope or courage
to you do to it like I do.
Generally I only promote in a way that is beneficial to all
parties. Me-affiliate network - client. I at all times ensure that
I only promote if the leads will convert in the backend. And as
you will see in a second this is how get them convert.
Method is when it comes to advancing and cpa offer that
compensate $30 for a free trial signup and and extra $100
when user converts.
The offer is from cj. Com and here are the details of this offer
Html code:
Webex meetmenow online meetings
For as little as $39/month, meetmenow allows you to behavior
inexhaustible online meetings, percentage applications, give
demonstrations & demonstrations and provide training &
help.
Commissions
Lead (free trial with credit card entry) $30
Sale - lead to subscription conversion $100
Direct sale (annual subscriptions purchased only thru affiliate
buy it now links; monthly subscriptions or annual
subscriptions made any other way not included) $100
So as you may see they'll compensate up to $130 per a client.
This is how you promote it.

I would post and ad on craigslist or gumtree or any other place
like that. I've likewise done this in a newspaper and found that
it works even better that way. ( humans offline tend to be more
trusting then those who are online)
So ad goes something like that :
Quote:
I am when it comes to to begin a coaching class that will teach
its students how to make at least $100 day after day online. I
will price it $750 per student. But as I need testimonials , I am
taking on students and going to teach them everything with
out a charge. This coaching will teach how to make cash to
total beginners and "experts" similar. do not miss out on this
offer, it could dramatically alter your life.
I would likewise include my contact details. ( an email)
Now you must have a configured and autoresponder that says
something like that : thank you. Blablablah. (usual stuff). You
will tell them that you will be holding a free webinar at lets say
7pm on wednesday ( any day will do. ensure it's in evening,
since more humans are available then). Tell them that you will
be hosting it soon and they must register with webex
meetmenow online meetings and give them your affiliate link.
Explain that this is a free trial and will cost them nothing.
Now what took place is that you got a boatload of humans
signing up trough your aff link.
So what exactly are you going to teach them? Well find any
ebook that you have bought or any random cash making
method that you found here. I've applied the ac method.

BONUS METHOD!
I put this in action when I was tapped. whether or not you do
it in an accurate manner there is an almost 100% conversion
rate.
1. Look in the yellow pages. Find a business that already has a
web site.
2. Call them up and ask whether or not they have a web site
you can visit (to assure).
4. whether or not they do, then buy a domain that sounds like
their business. So whether or not their web site is www.
Fishingbait. Com register www. Bestfishingbait. Com
5. Point it to one of their competitor's websites.
6. Call them up and ask for the manager or owner. For more
prominent companies ask for the advertising division.
7. Tell them to go to the web site. they'll see their contender.
8. Now tell them that you can get the domain for them!
9. they'll be ecstatic. they'll in all probability ask. How much?
And how is this possible? Tell them that you own the domain
and that their contender is very rude and you find it
unmanageable to work with them. Now offer the domain to
them for just $50 usd.
10. they'll in all probability buy it. Point it to their web site.
Bam! $40 net profit for you. whether or not they refuse, point
the domain to their web site and go to their contender.

This works because they think they're taking business away
from their contenders and becoming it for themselves. You can
scale this up insanely, there are in a literal sense thousands of
businesses out there. You can even outsource it whether or not
you choose.
Thanks for reading!

